Manipulation of the somatosensory cortex modulates stimulus-induced repetitive ear movements in a seizure-sensitive strain of gerbil.
Some Mongolian gerbils (Meriones unguiculatus) respond to stimulation by seizures, the pattern of which changes progressively during development. We previously established a seizure-sensitive strain, MGS/Idr, in which all animals exhibit such stimulus-induced seizures. We have now noted that all adults of this strain also show repetitive backward movements of the ears at the ears at the beginning of stimulus-induced seizures, although the incidence varies with the individual. We examined whether the cerebral cortex was involved in these movements and found that electrical stimulation of an area of the somatosensory cortex elicited strong backward movement of the ear on the contralateral side, and that unilateral application of bicuculline, a GABAA receptor antagonist, induced spontaneous repetitive backward movements of the same ear. In this area, sharp waves appeared in the electrocortigram during the repetitive ear movements induced by seizure-inducing stimuli. Unilateral ablation of this area abolished stimulus-induced repetitive movements of the contralateral ear, but had no effects on those of the ipsilateral ear. These results suggest that, in certain types of seizure-susceptible subjects, it may be possible to modify stimulus-induced repetitive movements by manipulating a certain area of the somatosensory cortex which is related to these movements and that this gerbil strain may be useful in research on this subject.